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Numerical Simulations of Fluid-structure Interaction
(FSI) Problems On the Grid Environment
Ulrich Langer∗ , Huidong Yang† and Walter Zulehner‡
Abstract. In this paper, we described a grid-enabled solver for numerical simulations of fluidstructure interaction problems. We use a domain decomposition method such that the whole problem
is reduced to an interface equation by requiring solving the structure and the fluid sub-problems independently on each grid node. For realizing this grid-enabled algorithm, a newly designed Client/Server
model under the grid environment is discussed.

1.

Introduction

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) describes a large range of physical problems from aeroelastic problems, such as airflows around rigid structures, to haemodynamics, for instance blood flow in large
arteries. More and more interests are arising in this class of problems in many technical applications
since a long time (see, e.g. [20, 7, 30, 27, 11]). Recently, FSI simulations have been successfully
used in life science as well. For instance, blood flow simulations are among the most interesting and
challenging applications in this field (see, e.g. [22, 23, 24, 5, 9, 21, 28]). The numerical simulations
for them usually lead to large scale problems which have to be solved using distributed machines.
Therefore, as we might see today, using the grid computing resources (see [13, 8, 12]), these large
scale numerical simulations can be resolved in a more efficient way because of its huge computational and memory storage resources, e.g. see [29, 17, 15] for our previous work on computational
fluid dynamics (CFD), and see [14, 16] on fluid-structure interaction problem.
The fluid-structure interaction problem typically includes the structure (with a state variable: structure
domain displacement d s ) and fluid sub-problems (with three state variables: velocity u, pressure
p and fluid domain displacement d f ) in the structure sub-domain Ωs and the fluid sub-domain Ωf ,
respectively. Additionally, it includes interface condition (equivalence of displacement and normal
stress from both sub-problems at the interface Γ), boundary conditions and initial conditions such
that the whole problem is uniquely solvable, see Fig.1.
Two main strategies for solving fluid-structure interaction problems have been studied recently. One
is to simultaneously solve the fluid and the structure problems with a unique solver. This method is
the so-called monolithic method. This monolithic approach typically needs a global solver which is
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Figure 1. Model problem

less modular than two distinct fluid and structure solvers, see [18]. Another strategy is the so-called
partitioned (segregated) approach (see e.g. [19, 9, 5]) which is based on subsequent solutions of the
fluid and structure sub-problems and allows the use of existing codes for the fluid and structural fields.
Therefore, the second approach is very suitable for grid computing. In order to adapt our FSI solver
to the grid computing environment, the method we used in this work for solving such a problem
is a partitioned approach based on a reduction to a nonlinear equation at the interface between the
structure and the fluid sub-domains. This interface equation is solved by a Newton iteration, see
[28, 5, 9].
One main issue on in the seoncond approach for solving this nonlinear coupled FSI problem is to
develop algorithms based on efficient, robust and fast solvers for each of the sub-problems (structure
and fluid), which are the main costs of this type of algorithms and can be distributed and parallelized
to many processors under the grid environment.
We employ three distinct grid nodes. The master node is responsible for the outer nonlinear iteraiton
loop, gathering and redistributing data, and synchronizing the process in each nonlinear iteration. The
other two slave nodes will solve the fluid and structure sub-problems. See Fig.1. for an illustration.
Using this Newton algorithm developed in [5], only a small amount of data (the updated displacement
and the normal stresses at the interface Γ0 ) will be transferred among the master and slave grid nodes
during the process. Hence most of the simulation time is spent in solving the structure and the fluid
sub-problems on corresponding slave grid nodes. In principle, each of these sub-problems can be
parallelized in each node.
The grid-enabled fluid-structure interaction solver as illustrated in Fig.1. is realized by extending the
idea of constructing a grid-enabled Client/Server model described in [29, 17] where Globus IO secure
channels (see [10]) are employed for creating a flexible and secure data transferring interface on the
memory level for each grid node.

2

Figure 2. A grid-enabled solver model.

In the following sections, we will firstly describe how to embed the fluid-structure interaction system
(systems of partial differential equations (PDEs)) into the the grid computing environment, namely
how to distribute the task on grid nodes which play different roles. In addition, we need to adapt
the standard Newton method to the grid environment. This is described in the grid-enabled Newton
method. Then we will present details concerning how to construct the Client/Server model under the
grid computing environment, which is applied to the fluid-structure interaction simulation. Finally,
we will report some test results concerning the numerical iterations (the outer nonlinear iteration, the
inner iterations for the structure and the fluid sub-problems), the computational complexity of the
master and slave nodes, and the comparison of the computational and communicational cost.
However, this is only the first draft implementation which does not want to achieve optimal performance and thus serves as a proof of concept study. Starting from this general framework, we can go
further. For instance, although we distribute the structure and the fluid sub-problems on two different
grid nodes such that both can start their own job in parallel, each sub-problem itself is not parallelized,
i.e. we do not fully utilize the computing and memory resources on slave nodes. Future work will
concentrate on improving the performance and investigating the scalability of the method.

2.
2.1.

Coupling System On the Grid
Models Under the Grid Environment

The system of equations on the structure part will be solved in the reference domain Ωs0 which does
not change with time t. However, the computational fluid domain Ωf (t) will change with t. The
moving interface between fluid and structure domain is Γ(t) (see Fig.3, where L (·,t) and A (·,t)
are two families of mappings from the structure and fluid reference sub-domains to their current
sub-domains, respectively. For details on how to handle the moving domains for the fluid-structure
interaction problem, we refer to the dissertation work [28] from one of the authors.
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Figure 3. Sub-problems in sub-domains.

The master node will deal with the nonlinear interface condition
Ss (λ) + Sf (λ) = 0,

(1)

where λ is the displacement field at the interface Γ0 , and Ss and Sf denote two mappings from the
displacement to normal stress at the interface Γ0 for the structure and the fluid sub-problems, respectively. These two mappings are to be resolved independently and parallelly on the two slave nodes
once the displacement λ is sent to them from the master node.
The slave node for calculating Ss (λ) requires solving the following system of equations for the SaintVenant Kirchoff elastic model in the domain Ωs0 :

∂2 d s


− div(σs (d s )) = 0
in Ωs0 ,
ρ

s

2
∂t


σs (d s )ns = 0
on Γn0 ,



ds = 0
on Γd0 ,



d s = λ(t)
on Γ0 .
where d s is the displacement of the structure domain, σs (d s ) = 2µl ε(d s ) + λl div(d s )I, the PiolaKirchoff stress tensor. The other slave node for calculating Sf (λ) needs to solve the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in the domain Ωf (t)

¯
³
´
∂u ¯¯

f

(u
−
w
)
·
∇
u − 2µdivε(u) + ∇p = 0 in Ωf (t) = 0
in Ωf (t),
+
ρ
ρ

f
f

¯

∂t

x0




divu = 0
in Ωf (t),

σf (u, p)nf = gf,in
on Γin (t),




σf (u, p)nf = gf,out
on Γout (t),





dλ(t)


u ◦ xf =
on Γ(t),
dt

where u is the velocity, p pressure, ρf the fluid density, µ its dynamic viscosity, σf (u, p) = −pI +
T
, the strain rate tensor. We refer to [28] for a
2µε(u) the Cauchy stress tensor, and ε(u) = ∇u+(∇u)
2
complete description of a mathematical modeling for the coupled system.
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2.2.

Grid-enabled Newton Method

As stated in Algorithm 1, a standard Newton method is applied for solving (1). Note that in step 2 of
Algorithm 1 Newton Method for Solving the Interface Equation
1: update the residual Ss (λk ) + S³f (λk ) by solving´the structure and fluid sub-problems,
¡
¢
′
′
2: solve the linearized problem Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) δλk = − Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) via GMRES method,
3: update the displacement λk+1 = λk + δλk , go to step 1 if not accurate enough.

Algorithm 1, we solve the linearized problem via the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES)
introduced in [26]. It turns out that we need to solve the structure and the fluid sub-problems few
times in each GMRES iteration, with a chosen displacement δλk at the interface, see [28] for how to
′
′
realize the evaluation of Ss (λk )δλk and Sf (λk )δλk . Thus this step can be distributed and parallelized
as well.
From these steps in Algorithm 1, it is easy to realize a grid-enabled Newton method for solving
the interface equation (see Algorithm 2). Note that if a preconditioner, e.g. Ss−1 , is applied to the
Algorithm 2 Grid-enabled Newton Method for Solving the Interface Equation
1: distribute displacement λk at the interface from the master node to slave nodes, update the residual
Ss (λk ) and Sf (λk ) by solving the structure and fluid sub-problems independently on corresponding
slave nodes, send back the results to the master node, and calculate Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) on the master
node,
´
³ ′
¡
¢
′
2: solve the linearized problem Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) δλk = − Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) via GMRES method
′

′

on the master node, i.e. update Ss (λk )δλ and Sf (λk )δλ³ independently ´
on corresponding slave
′
′
nodes, send them back to the master node, and update Ss (λk ) + Sf (λk ) δλk for each GMRES
iteration,
3: update the displacement λk+1 = λk + δλk on the master node, and go to step 1 if not accurate
enough

linearized problem in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 (preconditioned GMRES (PreGMRES)), some additional
communication among nodes are needed. We also mention that in Step 2 of Algorithm 2, the GMRES
′
′
iteration needs the operations of Ss (λk )δλk and Sf (λk )δλk which are the main cost of the GMRES
iteration and done on the slave nodes. The main task for the master node is to gather and redistribute
a small amount of displacement and stress data between the master and the slave nodes.

3.

Client/Server Model On the Grid Environment

Because of its differences to usual Client/Server models, in this section, a grid-enabled Client/Server
model under the Austrian grid environment (see [4]) is discussed in detail. Note that we assume
the master node will take the server role, while the two slave nodes play the client role. In our
previous work (see [29, 17]), we already constructed this model and apply it to the 3D incompressible
Stokes/Navier-Stokes problems in computational fluid dynamics under the Austrian grid environment.
Here we extend this idea to the fluid-structure interaction problem which will involve more grid nodes
and are more potentially suitable for grid computing.
5

3.1.

The Secure Grid Environment

One important point concerning grid computing is how to realize secure data transfer among client
and server nodes through Internet/Intranet. The Globus Toolkit 4.0.4 includes the open source software MyProxy 3.7 for managing security credentials (certificates and private keys) 1 . One highlight
of this package is to combine an online credential repository with an online certificate authority
which allow users to obtain credentials when and where needed. Under the Austrian grid environment, the user would use myproxy-init command to upload a credential to the myproxy-server
hydra.gup.uni-linz.ac.at for later retrievals by Client/Server nodes, e.g., under the Austrian Grid environment, we employ altix1.jku.austriangrid.at and Schafberg.coma.sbg.ac.at as client and server
nodes, respectively. The credential is then delegated to the myproxy-server and stored with the
given MyProxy passphrase. Proxy credentials with default lifetime of 12 hours can then be retrieved
via myproxy-get-delegation with the MyProxy passphrase. Once the Client/Server nodes obtain the
proxy credentials, the authentication and authorization on the Client/Server are done. The secure
mode is verified via setting Globus IO secure mode parameters as input arguments of these functions
globus io attr set secure authentication/channel mode. See Fig. 4 for an illustration.

Figure 4. MyProxy process on the Austrian grid

Using the previous authentication and authorization, a secure channel connecting Client and Server
nodes through the Internet/Intranet is guaranteed by using the Globus IO secure channel. It provides
high-performance I/O with integrated security and a socket-like interface for users, see [10]. Normal users holding no powerful machines can also succeed in doing such numerical simulations. As
shown in Fig. 5, once their identities are certified by a Certification Authority and recognized by the
requested resources, users can submit the job to nodes and control the data flow between nodes. For
instance, globus-url-copy 2 , can realize the data files transfer among nodes, and by RSL (resource
specification language), users can control the job running schedule on the nodes. Under the Austrian
grid environment, using glogin (see [25]), the identified user can realize the interactive usage of grid
1 http://grid.ncsa.uiuc.edu/myproxy/
2 http://www.globus.org/toolkit/
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Figure 5. A secure channel in the Internet/Intranet

resources. Via the Globus IO secure and efficient channel mode, we can distribute our task into different nodes such that they are able to cooperate with each other. The communication between nodes
is guaranteed in this channel created by calling globus io tcp connect.
3.2.

The Grid-enabled Client/Server Model

An additional feature compared to usual Client/Server models on TCP/IP protocols is the authentication part on both client and server nodes by employing Globus IO operations. The TCP connecting
is mainly implemented via functions of globus io tcp listen, and globus io tcp connect/accept. The
master node firstly creates two TCP listeners at two ports and keeps listening at these ports. Once it
gets a notification from the two slave nodes, it will try to establish TCP connections. If this connecting
is successful, they will continue executing the next jobs. Otherwise, the master node still listens at the
opening ports until it gets next notifications from the slave nodes. The data transfer and redistribution
among nodes are hidden in the modulus of FSI solver (Algorithm 2). Since this is a time dependent
problem, this modulus has to be called at each time step. When the iteration ends at the final time
step, all I/O operations and TCP connections on the nodes are closed. See Fig. 6 for an illustration.
3.3.

Shared Data Transferring Interface

The communication between master and slave nodes are mainly focus on delivering a small amount
of data (vector values of the displacement and the stress at the interface). A secure, stable and efficient
data transferring interface has to be constructed on both master and slave nodes. As we mentioned
before, the Globus IO offers such desirable operations. By calling the globus io write/read pair,
one can realize the data sending and receiving through the established Globus IO channel. Usually,
hierarchical data structures of vectors are used for storing the vector data. The vector themselves
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Figure 6. Grid-enabled Client/Server model for the FSI simulation

could also contain simple data structures. The size of these hierarchical data structures has to be
measured carefully since the globus io write/read calling needs to know the exact block size of the
message the nodes will send and receive. The globus io write/read callings are encapsulated inside
such that the synchronizing process will be guaranteed for each sending and receiving pair.
3.4.

Client/Server Configuration Files

Using the high-performance and secure data transferring protocol GridFTP (see [3]), the executable
binary files and necessary configuration files are transferred from a user machine (agrid-01) to client
and server grid nodes (altix1.uibk.ac.at, alex.jku.austriangrid.at, lilli.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at). Once the
binary files installed on the grid nodes, one can specify the grid node roles with the help of configuration files. See Fig.7.
For the configuration on the server node (alex.jku.austriangrid.at), we specify the grid node type
(GRIDTYPE Gserver), the name of the grid node (GRIDNODE alex.jku.austriangrid.at), and the port
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GRIDPORT 44400
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Glogin, GridFTP
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Figure 7. Client/Server configuration files

numbers opening for two client nodes((GRIDPORT 44106, 44400). These parameters tell the node it
should play the server role. Some additional parameters have to be specified in order to distribute and
gather data from client nodes.
Two client nodes are used in this model. For the fluid part, the grid node lilli.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at is
chosen as a client node. We set the grid node type (GRIDTYPE GClientFluid), the server node which
we want to connect to (GRIDNODE alex.jku.austriangrid.at), and the port number as one of port
numbers specified on the server node (GRIDPORT 44400). In analogous way, for the structure part,
the grid node (altix1.uibk.ac.at) is chosen as a client node. We set the grid node type (GRIDTYPE
GClientStruc), the server node which we want to connect to (GRIDNODE alex.jku.austriangrid.at),
and the port number as one of port numbers specified on the server node (GRIDPORT 44106). For
both client nodes, we need to set some FSI simulation parameters such that each of them will be
responsible for its own job, i.e. solving the structure and the fluid sub-problems, respectively.
These configuration files will be transferred to corresponding grid nodes, and act as running input
parameters when starting programmings on three grid nodes.

4.
4.1.

Numerical Results On the Austrian Grid
Testing Environment

We use three different nodes for testing the algorithm:
1: the Server (master) node for synchronizing the whole process, alex.jku.austriangrid.at in Linz,
which is a cluster with a total of 384 Xeon (nehalem) cores connected via gigabit,
9

2: the Client (slave) node for running the structure solver, altix1.uibk.ac.at in Innsbruck, which is a

cluster of four 16-way SGI Altix 350 systems interconnected by an Infiniband fabric,
3: the Client (slave) node for running the fluid solver, lilli.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at in Linz, which is a

shared-memory single node with 256 CPUs and 1 TB RAM, connected via gigabit.
See details in Table 1 and [2].
Table 1. Grid Nodes Information

Site
ALTIX-UIBK
JKU
JKU

Grid Node
altix1.uibk.ac.at
lilli.edvz.uni-linz.ac.at
alex.jku.austriangrid.at

Processors Types (Number of processors)
Intel Itanium-2 (16)
Intel Itanium-2 (256)
Xeon (nehalem) Cores (768)

RAM
1.5 GB
1.0 TB
1.5 TB

In addition, the user machine agrid-01 in Linz is a desktop with two AMD Opteron processors and 4
GB RAM, which is responsible for transferring data and binary files from the user to the grid nodes.
However, as mentioned before, for this moment, neither of the structure and the fluid solvers is parallelized, so we only utilize one of processors from each grid node. In order to obtain good scalability
and high performance, we will implement the structure and fluid solvers in parallel for the future plan,
e.g. see the parallel technique in [6].
4.2.

Material Parameters

We simulate a pressure wave in a cylinder of length 5 cm and radius 5 mm at rest. The thickness of
the structure is 0.5 mm. The structure is considered linear and clamped at both the inlet and outlet.
The fluid viscosity is set to µ = 0.035, the Lamé constants to µl = 1.15 × 106 and λl = 1.73 × 106 ,
the density to ρf = 1.0 and ρs = 1.2. The structure and the fluid domains are initially at rest and a
pressure of 1.332 × 104 is set on the inlet for a time period of 3 ms. For details concerning material
parameters, we fefer to [5].
4.3.

Meshes

All meshes in our test examples were provided by Dipl.-Ing. Ferdinand Kickiger, CAE Software
Solutions Wolfkersbhelstr. 23, A-3730 Eggenburg, Austria (See webpage: www.meshing.org). We
used two meshes for simulations (see surface meshes in Fig.8 as an illustration). The coarse mesh
contains about 4, 000 vertices and the fine mesh 20, 000 vertices. The overall number of unknowns
for these two testing cases are about 28, 000 and 140, 000, respectively.
4.4.

Iteration Numbers

For all simulations, we use a time step size of δt = 1 ms and run the simulation until time t = 20 ms.
The iteration numbers are listed in the following:
1: for each time step, we need 2-3 Newton iterations for a relative error reduction by a factor of
10−5 for solving the nonlinear interface equation (1),
2: for each nonlinear iteration, 6-8 GMRES iterations are required to reach a relative error reduction
by a factor of 10−5 ,
3: for each GMRES iteration, we apply the structure and fluid solvers once,
10

(a) coarse mesh

(b) fine mesh

Figure 8. Fine and coarse meshes for simulations.
4: for solving structre sub-problem, 10-12 preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations with AMG

(algebraic multigrid method) preconditioning are need to get the error reduction by a factor of
10−8 ,
5: for solving fluid problem, 5-8 AMG iterations are needed to obtain the error reduction by a factor
of 10−8 ,
6: almost the same numbers of iterations for the coarse and the fine mesh.
Note that for a detailed description concerning the AMG solvers for both sub-problems, we refer to
[28].
4.5.

Computational Complexity

As we see in Algorithm 2, its main cost is reduced to solving the structure and the fluid sub-problems
on client grid nodes, i.e, the solving time using AMG solvers for each sub-problems. Since the gird
nodes are placed in different locations, we will take the communicational cost between the server
and the client node into account. However, as we discussed, these two sub-problems are distributed
independently, and run in parallel. Therefore, they have overlap in the running time such that it can
save the running time of the whole process.
If we look at closely the iteration numbers in subsection 4.4., the following cost will be of importance:
the cost for each time step, for each Newton iteration, for solving the structure and the fluid subproblems once, and for communication between the client and the server nodes once. The cost for
one time step is obtained by multiplying the cost for each Newton step with the steps, around 2-3.
The whole simulation cost is obtains by multiplying the cost for each time step with the time steps of
25. We will present the cost for the simulation on two meshes in Fig. 8, see Table 2 and Table 3. All
the cost is measured in second (s).
We use some abbreviations in Table 2 and Table 3: ’Newton Step’-one Newton iteration which in11

volves applying GMRES iterations several times, ’S-Solver’-solver for the structure sub-problem,
’F-Solver’-solver for the fluid sub-problem, ’S-Comm’-communication between the server node and
the client node for the structure sub-problem which involves the cost for the structure solver and one
Globus IO reading/writing operation, ’S-Comm’-communication between the server node and the
client node for the fluid sub-problem which involves the cost for the fluid solver and one Globus IO
reading/writing operation.
Table 2. Computational cost on the coarse mesh

Cost (s)

Newton Step S-Solver
1268.26s
10.27s

Cost (s)

Newton Step S-Solver
4411.78s
38.70s

F-Solver S-Comm
11.14s
38.97s

F-Comm
11.15s

Table 3. Computational cost on the fine mesh

F-Solver S-Comm
71.19s
347.6s

F-Comm
71.19s

The computational cost of one solver and communication operation is reflected in ’S-Comm’ and
’F-Comm’ for the structure and the fluid sub-problems, respectively. For the structure part, due to the
distance and aconet networking connection between Linz and Innsbruck [1], the communicational
cost is rather expensive and cannot be avoided, but can be acceptable, about 70% and 88% for coarse
and fine meshes, respectively. The networking connection for the two nodes in Linz is fast such that
the solver cost will take the main portion of the whole cost, about 100% for both fine and coarse
meshes. On the other hand, the overlapping cost for ’S-Comm’ and ’F-Comm’ is about 11s on the
coarse mesh, and about 70s on the fine mesh. Pay attention that, for one Newton iteration, we need to
apply the ’S-Solver’ and the ’F-Solver’ several times, and some other routines, e.g. the mesh handling,
matrices assembling and preconditioning techniques, which we do not discussed in this paper. This
explains the large cost for each Newton iteration. However, due to the networking latency between
Linz and Innsbruck, we expect no better performance at this stage except that we are using grid nodes
connected via fast networking, e.g. Infiniband fabric or gigabit connection.
4.6.

Visualization

For visualization purposes the deformation is amplified by a factor of 12. It shows the pressure wave
propagation on the fine mesh at different time levels in Fig.9.
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